
 
New Items - June 2019

 
Non-Fiction:

Howard Stern comes again 
by Howard Stern  
 
From the self-proclaimed King of All Media comes his first book in more
than 20 years. 500,000 first printing. Illustrations.

Siege : Trump under fire 
by Michael Wolff  
 
Reveals how the Trump administration is perpetually beleaguered by
investigations, causing the president himself to become increasingly
volatile, erratic, and exposed

How to forget : a daughter's memoir 
by Kate Mulgrew  
 
The award-winning actress known for her roles in such productions as
Orange Is the New Black describes how after attending her parents'
deaths she uncovered painful secrets that challenged her understanding
of her unconventional Irish-Catholic family. 75,000 first printing
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Born with teeth : a memoir 
by Kate Mulgrew  
 
A star known for her strong female roles in Star Trek: Voyager and
Orange Is the New Black offers a deeply moving account of the price
and rewards of a passionate life. 60,000 first printing

The British are coming : the war for America,
Lexington to Princeton, 1775-1777 
by Rick Atkinson  
 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of the Liberation Trilogy presents the
first volume in a new series on the American Revolution that draws on
perspectives from both sides to chronicle the first 21 months of
America's violent war for independence.

How the Irish saved civilization : the untold
story of Ireland's heroic role from the fall of
Rome to the rise of medieval Europe 
by Thomas Cahill  
 
Bringing readers to the Ireland of St. Patrick and the Book of Kells, a
historical examination of Ireland's role in the rise of medieval Europe
cites the work of countless monks and scribes in the preservation of the
West's written treasury. Reprint. Tour.

The new pie : modern techniques for the classic
American dessert 
by Chris Taylor  
 
Circuit pie experts, and winners of more than 500 awards for baking,
use traditional techniques, innovative flavors and their love of kitchen
gadgets to reinvent the traditional pastime of pie-making, in a
cookbook filled with step-by-step instructions and aimed at bakers of
any level.
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500 traditional quilts 
by Karey Patterson Bresenhan  
 
From precision-pieced log cabins and dimensional trapunto to
feathered stars and intricate appliqué, a collection of traditional quilts
features a roster of the very best national and international artists,
with 500 masterpieces showcasing classic patterns, forms and
techniques.

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram for seniors 
by Marsha Collier  
 
Provides information for seniors on the social networking sites
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter, covering such topics as staying safe
on the Internet, using email, setting up a Facebook profile, and finding
trending topics on Twitter

Visit your local library to see all our new items!
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